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 As Starseeds the experience of being not belonging outcast is the KEY to our 
superpower. Because our resonance allows us to have access to wider 
perspectives which allows us to see the Divine purpose in all this humanbeing 
experience. When we allow ourselves to BE we are no longer are pulled into 
believing that there are only 2 choices, and each are in opposition. We do not 
have to fit in. And we then experience more and more that exists outside the 
limited 3D existence. And we do not have to live in a divided world of lack - Rich 
or Poor Black or White Democrat or Republican. 
There is a 3rd way. And it is not denial escapism. It is not being overwhelmed by 
being an empath and taking on all the suffering. We do not have to choose a 
side. And this is Heart Intelligence which embraces some would call paradox. 
As a Starseed we inherently have the innate remembering activated in our cells 
a vibrational resonance and energy that activates ways of being of living that is 
beyond the limitations of this divided human world. That can seem 'crazy' that is 
impossible to exist. For we hold the Superpower - Wisdom - of the 3rd Way. Some 
call New Earth.  
 
* 
Here are simple steps and reminders that I use to assist myself and others to 
access this Superpower and they do not come from the mind intelligence. They 
are not complex – for Wisdom and Knowledge of the Heart Intelligence does 
not need more more more information and convoluted ways. 
 
· Embrace all our experience with compassion. We are not wrong we are not 
bad in having feelings emotions. Our difference diversity is powerful profound 
divine. It is the new way and we don’t have to understand how or need to 
convince others. 
· Just BE that is enough. Our very vibration ‘just’ by being here is realigning 
calling in healing for ourselves and others. 
· Thoughts of criticism judgement blame are KEY to suffering keeping us in 
division and separation. Send LOVE to ourselves when we observe our thoughts 
feelings emotions that are in conflict. 
· Use the BREATH to call in energetic space. 
· Stand bare feet on the earth. Gaia is assisting us all in her our Ascension. She 
hold energies that will realign soothe calm bring us back into Peace and 
Harmony. 
· Ask for help and expect the unexpected. All is in Divine Timing so we might ask 
for help and it comes that moment or ten years later. All is Quantum. 
· We are Sovereign Beings with FREE WILL and Choice. So the more we 
acknowledge this the more we will empower activate abundance beauty 
peace health harmony love. 



· All is true. We each are fractural parts of an expanding multi-verse. Each 
human being is cocreating an experience. 
· Ascension is a natural process. We do not have to do anything. Awakening is 
the activation of becoming conscious of our FREE WILL coming into alignment 
with DIVINE WILL 
· All is change. 
· Our mind/ego is not at fault and needs patience time to adjust to new ways of 
being. 
· Thank ourselves for daring to be here at this time. 
· If having a challenging experience place one hand on the centre of your 
chest and send LOVE. 
· All is energy. It is not possible for our mind/ego to hold all our Starseed 
remembering. As we energetically shift, we can energetically hold more of 
these resonances. 
· All is energy and is movement. Even that which appears solid is moving. Our 
body is made up of more space. Nothing is static it is out natural way to allow 
experience to flow through our body. 
· We are not isolated individuals. So our journey – including Awakening is 
connected to the Collective Journey. And it is a multi-communication 
exchange. We have Free will and choice. It is a conversation where we choose 
how to interact. We are cocreators. The more we awaken the more we access 
our gifts skills knowledge and wisdom. 
· There is one overriding truth and that is LOVE. 
 
Love Zahara 
 


